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ABSTRACT

Multiple constant multiplication (MCM) has been shown to
be an efficient way to reduce the number of additions and
subtractions in FIR filter implementations. However, for
polyphase decomposed FIR filters and filter banks, the
problem can be formulated in three different ways. Either
as one MCM block with all coefficients, one MCM block
for each subfilter, or as a matrix MCM block. In this work
we compare the approaches in terms of complexity, both
for the MCM blocks and for the remaining hardware, such
as structural additions and delay elements.

1. INTRODUCTION

The multiple constant multiplication (MCM) problem, i.e.,
multiplying one data with several coefficients has received
consideration over the years [1], [2]. By expressing the
multiplication using shifts, additions, and subtractions a re-
alization without general multipliers is obtained. The
number of additions and subtractions can then be signifi-
cantly reduced by using common partial results. As addi-
tions and subtractions has similar complexity we will from
now on only refer to them as additions.

The development of efficient algorithms has to a high ex-
tent been motivated by the use of MCM blocks in FIR fil-
ters. For direct transposed form FIR filters the input is
multiplied with the filter coefficients as shown in Fig. 1 (a),
where the MCM block is marked with a dashed box. Using
transposition, a direct form FIR filter is obtained, as shown
in Fig. 1 (b), where the sum-of-product computation is
marked with a dashed box. Hence, MCM is also efficient
for sum-of-product computations. We will from now on re-
fer to MCM block for both multiple constant multiplication
and for the sum-of-products computation. Sometimes the
term multiplier block is used for MCM block [1]. But as
that may indicate the algorithm used, we use the more gen-
eral term MCM block.

However, in some applications, more than one FIR filter is
operating on the same data stream. This is the case for, e.
g., FIR filters and filter banks using polyphase representa-
tion [3]–[5]. In [6] it was shown that by using transposed
form FIR filters only one MCM block. However, this leads
to that more delay elements and structural additions are re-
quired, as each filter has its own delay line. For direct form
FIR filters, one must apply MCM to each subfilter.

With the recent advances of algorithms for matrix MCM
[7], [8], this gives us a third alternative. Polyphase decom-

posed filters and filter banks can be written as a matrix
multiplication, and, hence, a matrix MCM algorithm can be
applied.

In this work, we consider the alternatives for use of MCM
in polyphase decomposed filter banks and interpolation
and decimation filters based on FIR filters. By example fil-
ters we show some properties of the three different alterna-
tives, not only in terms of additions in the MCM blocks, but
also delay elements and structural additions.

2. POLYPHASE STRUCTURES

Any FIR filter can be written in a polyphase form. Assume
an Nth order filter with transfer function

(1)

Performing a polyphase decomposition leads to that the
transfer function is rewritten as

(2)

where

(3)

Hence, the filter now consists of M subfilters, Hm(zM).
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Fig. 1. (a) Transposed direct form FIR filter. (b) Direct
form FIR filter.
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2.1. Filter Structures

Assuming that the filter is used as an interpolator filter,
polyphase decomposition and the noble identity [4] can be
used to derive an efficient interpolator structure as shown
in Fig. 2.

Figures 3 (a) and (b) show the resulting interpolator using
transposed direct form and direct form FIR filters, respec-
tively. For simplicity, the filter structures are shown for
M = 2, but it is easy to generalize to arbitrary M. In a simi-
lar way can the filters in an analysis bank in, e.g., an M
channel QMF bank be rewritten to yield an identical filter
structure. This is also the filter structure used for, e.g.,
modified Farrow filters (except the delay multipliers) [9].

For a decimator the structures in Fig. 3 can be transposed,
resulting in the filter structures in Fig. 4. These filter struc-
tures may be used as a synthesis bank in many filter banks.

2.2. Complexity

The complexity of the resulting realization will be depend-
ent of three factor. First, the size, numbers, and type of
MCM blocks. Second, the number of delay elements, and,
finally the number of structural additions, i.e., the additions
that are not part of the MCM block (additions outside of the
dashed box in Fig. 1 (a)). Here, we focus the discussion on
polyphase decomposed interpolation and decimation fil-
ters, but identical results can be derived for the filter bank
case. We assume that the filter order of the total filter is N
and that the number of subfilters are M. Hence, each subfil-
ter has a filter order (N + 1)/M – 1 (assuming for simplicity
that M in an integer multiple of N + 1).

Utilizing either the filter structure in Figs. 3 (a) and 4 (a)
one MCM block including all filter coefficients can be
used, as indicated by the dashed box. The number of delay
elements is

(4)

while the number of structural additions are N – M + 1 for
interpolators. For the decimator in Fig. 4 (a), the structural
additions are included in the MCM block.

For the filter structures in Figs. 3 (b) and 4 (b) M smaller
MCM blocks must be used. However, the number of delay
elements is only (N + 1)/M – 1. For the interpolator the
structural additions are included in the MCM block. For the
decimator N structural additions is required. However,
each addition between the delay elements in Fig. 4 (b) is in
fact two two-input additions (M for the general case). If a
matrix MCM algorithm was used, only one of these struc-
tural additions would be required, the remaining would be
inside the matrix MCM block. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.
It is off course possible to transpose the filter structure in
Fig. 5 to obtain an interpolator corresponding to Fig. 3 (b).

If the FIR filter has linear phase-response, it is possible to
utilize the symmetry of the filter coefficients to reduce the
number of multiplications. However, among the subfilters
resulting from the polyphase decomposition only 1 or 2
may have symmetrical coefficients [10]. Hence, the total
number of multiplications in the subfilters are as in
Table 1.

The complexity for the different cases are summarized in
Table 2.

2.3. Transposition

Transposition of a matrix multiplication is useful as the
matrix MCM algorithms [7], [8] will produce different re-
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Fig. 2. Polyphase decomposition of an interpolator.
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based on a (a) transposed direct form and (b) direct form
FIR filter.
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sults depending on transposition. Because of how the algo-
rithms work, both algorithms generally produces better
results for matrices with more rows than columns. An op-
timal algorithm would always give the same results, apart
from the inherent differences because of the different num-
bers of inputs and outputs.

Assume a network N1 has N1i inputs and N1o outputs. It
consists of N1A two-input additions and N1F forks, i.e.,
where a single signal is sent to two places.

Transposition of the network N1 results in a network N2.
This network will have N2i inputs, N2o outputs, N2A two-in-
put additions and N2F forks. The rules of transposition [11]
give that

(5)

The total out-degree of the nodes in the network N1 is

(6)

i. e., each input and each addition has one outgoing edge
and the fork has two. Similarly, the total in-degree of the
nodes in the network N1 is

(7)

As each edge in the network is an incoming edge to one
node and an outgoing edge of another, we have that

(8)

Equations (5) and (8) gives

(9)

Hence, if a matrix multiplication with an NxM matrix is re-
alized using A additions, the realization of the transposed
MxN matrix would require A + M – N additions.

This also has an intuitive relation with FIR filters and
MCM blocks. A one-in, several-out MCM block can be at-
tached to a chain of additions and delays to produce a trans-
posed direct form FIR filter. Transposing the FIR filter
results in the additions merging with the resulting MCM
block yielding in total the same number of additions (the
delay line is a several-in, one-out network).

For a complete interpolator and decimator with a factor M,
the relation between the number of additions after transpo-
sition is as follows. Assuming that the interpolator requires
A additions, the decimator requires, according to (9), A + M
– 1 additions. If the decimator requires A additions, the cor-
responding interpolator requires A + 1 – M additions.

3. RESULTS

In this section a number of different FIR filters are de-
signed using the three different approaches discussed in the
previous section. The single input MCM blocks are de-
signed using the RAGn algorithm [1]. The matrix multipli-
er blocks are designed using the matrix MCM algorithms
in [8], referred to as MMST. Because of problems with
negative numbers in the current implementation of the al-
gorithm in [7], this will only be applied to cases where all
filter coefficients are positive.

In both cases the transposition of the matrix is selected to
that there are more rows than columns as the matrix MCM
algorithms generally prefers that case.

3.1. Example 1

In this example a linear-phase FIR filter for decimation
with a factor three is designed. The passband and stopband
edges are at 0.3π and 0.35π, respectively. The filter is de-
signed for a passband ripple of 0.01 and a stopband ripple
of 0.001. Using a filter order of 110 this filter is synthesized
in MATLAB using remez.m and rounding the coefficients to
12 bits precision.

Using direct form subfilters a total of 136 additions are re-
quired for the sum-of-products MCM block. For the origi-
nal MCM block 28 additions are required plus 108 for the
transposition (two coefficients are zero). In addition to that
109 delay elements are required.

Table 1. Total number of multiplications utilizing
symmetry for polyphase decomposed direct form FIR
filters.

N even N odd

M even

M odd

Fig. 5. The filter structure in Fig. 4 (b) using a matrix
MCM block.
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Table 2. Complexity for the different filter structures.

Filter structure Subfilter MCM block Delay
elements

Structural
additions

Interpolator or
analysis bank

Transposed direct form (Fig. 3 (a)) One with N + 1 coefficients
Direct form (Fig. 3 (b)) M sum-of-products with (N + 1)/M coefficients (N + 1)/M – 1 -

Direct form (Fig. 5 transposed) Matrix with M rows and (N + 1)/M columns (N + 1)/M – 1 -

Decimator or
synthesis bank

Direct form (Fig. 4 (a)) One sum-of-products with N + 1 coefficients -
Transposed direct form (Fig. 4 (b)) M with (N + 1)/M coefficients each (N + 1)/M – 1 N

Transposed direct form (Fig. 5) Matrix with (N + 1)/M rows and M columns (N + 1)/M – 1 (N + 1)/M – 1
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For transposed direct form FIR filters the number of addi-
tions in the three multiplier blocks are 19, 14, and 19 giving
a total of 52 additions. Furthermore, 108 structural addi-
tions are required leading to a total of 160 additions. 36 de-
lay elements are required.

Using the algorithm in [8], 99 additions are required for the
matrix MCM block. In addition to that 36 structural addi-
tions are required according to Table 2. 36 delay elements
are required for this case as well.

For this example the matrix approach was clearly the best,
both in terms of additions and delay elements.

3.2. Example 2

In this example a decimation filter for decimation with a
factor of 16 is designed using four cascaded 15th-order
comb filters. The impulse response is, hence, obtained by
convolution of four vectors with 16 ones in each, resulting
in a 60th-order filter. The results are summarized in
Table 3. Here, the algorithm in [7] (referred to as BHMM)
is also used.

For this filter the direct form approach uses 13 additions
less than the BHMM matrix approach at the cost of 42 de-
lay elements. The trade-off between additions and delay el-
ements is circuit and technology dependent, and, hence,
should be evaluated on the circuit level.

3.3. Example 3

In this example an interpolator with a factor of two is de-
signed. We will consider both the cases with odd and even
order filters, yielding different symmetry properties, as can
be seen from Table 1.

The passband and stopband edges are at 0.4π rad and 0.55π
rad, respectively. Both the passband and the stopband rip-
ples are 0.01. Using a 30th-order (#1) and 31st-order (#2)
filter with rounding to 10 bits the results in Table 4 are ob-
tained.

In this example the direct form subfilters for the 30th-order
are symmetric, and, hence, the number of additions for the
multiplications is low. This gives that for the 30th-order fil-
ter 14 delay elements are saved for direct form subfilters
compared with the transposed direct form subfilters at the
cost of three additions. It may be worth noting that an opti-
mal matrix MCM algorithm will never yield results that are
worse than for the direct form subfilters.

For the 31st-order filter the matrix approach saves 15 delay
elements compared with the transposed direct form subfil-
ters at the cost of three additions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the usage of multiple constant multiplication
(MCM) techniques for polyphase decomposed filters and
filter banks was discussed. We have shown that there are
three different cases that could be applied. Either one
MCM block with all coefficients leading to many delay el-
ements and possibly many structural additions. The second
alternative is to use separate multiplier blocks for each sub-
filter. This reduces the number of delay elements. The third
approach, introduced in this paper, is to use a matrix MCM

block. This leads to few structural additions and few delay
elements, but requires an algorithm for matrix MCM, a re-
search area under development.

Example filters showed that there is a trade-off between ad-
ditions and delay elements, depending on the filter struc-
ture, and that the best approach depends on the filter
coefficients. However, the matrix approach was shown to
be competitive for all example filters.
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Table 3. Results of Example 2 (decimator).

Filter structure MCM block
additions

Structural
additions

Delay
elements

Direct form 86 - 45
Transposed 91 60 3
Transposed
(MMST) 102 3 3

Transposed
(BHMM) 96 3 3

Table 4. Results of Example 3 (interpolator).

# Filter structure MCM block
additions

Structural
additions

Delay
elements

1
Transposed 10 29 29
Direct form 42 - 15

Direct (MMST) 46 - 15

2
Transposed 11 30 30
Direct form 52 - 15

Direct (MMST) 44 - 15
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